The high luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) run, which is due to start in 2026, is expected to deliver an integrated luminosity of approximately 3000 fb −1 at a pp center of mass value of 14 TeV.
Significant upgrades of the CMS detector are foreseen to withstand the highly-demanding operating conditions and to fully exploit the delivered luminosity. More precise investigations of rare decays in the flavour sector will be possible thanks to the large collected data sample. The perspectives for the measurements of the B Tracking fake rate as a function of the pseudorapidity for tt events in two different pileup scenarios, for tracks with p T greater than 0.9 GeV. (Right) Relative transverse momentum resolution as a function of the pseudorapidity for the Phase-I (black dots) and the upgraded (red triangles) tracker, using single isolated muons with a transverse momentum of 10 GeV.
The outer tracker will provide tracking information to the level-1 (L1) hardware trigger for tracks above a certain p T threshold. The on-detector data reduction will be possible thanks to "p T modules" [3] , which, by correlating charged particle hit positions in their top and bottom sensors, are capable of performing a local measurement of the track transverse momentum, and rejecting signals from particles below the threshold. The usage of tracking information in the hardware trigger will improve the transverse momentum and longitudinal position resolution of various objects. Fig. 2 shows the simulated L1 trigger tracking efficiency for prompt muons and electrons for tt events in a scenario with 200 pileup events on average; the resolution on the longitudinal impact parameter z 0 of muons with p T > 10 GeV is also shown for various average pileup scenarios.
The improved performance of the hardware trigger will allow to access final states that are currently not covered by the existing triggers. As a show case, the decay B 0 → φ φ → 4K is presented [3] . This decay is sensitive to beyond standard model contributions, and suitable to determine .7 presents the total L1 tracking rate for tt events with average pileup scenarios of 0, 140, and 200 events. The growth of track rate with pileup reflects the increase in fake and duplicate tracks due to combinatorics. The total rate for 200 pileup events on average should be easily accommodated by the downstream L1 trigger.
The resolutions of the p T and z 0 parameters of muons with p T > 10 GeV in tt events are shown in Fig. 6 .8 for various average pileup scenarios. The resolutions are defined in terms of an interval centred on the residual distribution that contains 68% or 90% of the tracks. As expected, resolutions degrade at forward pseudorapidity due to a corresponding increase in multiple scattering. In general, L1 parameter resolutions are excellent, which will provide for robust trigger object matching and charged particle reconstruction in the L1 trigger.
Offline tracking performance
Starting from 2026, the HL-LHC will achieve an instantaneous luminosity of 5 ⇥ 10 34 cm 2 s 1 , with a bunch spacing of 25 ns, as described in Chapter 1. In each bunch crossing, the CMS The resolutions of the p T and z 0 parameters of muons with p T > 10 GeV in tt events are shown in Fig. 6 .8 for various average pileup scenarios. The resolutions are defined in terms of an interval centred on the residual distribution that contains 68% or 90% of the tracks. As expected, resolutions degrade at forward pseudorapidity due to a corresponding increase in multiple scattering. In general, L1 parameter resolutions are excellent, which will provide for robust trigger object matching and charged particle reconstruction in the L1 trigger.
Starting from 2026, the HL-LHC will achieve an instantaneous luminosity of 5 ⇥ 10 34 cm 2 s 1 , with a bunch spacing of 25 ns, as described in Chapter 1. In each bunch crossing, the CMS tracker will be traversed by around 6000 charged particles (inclusively, counting reconstructed tracks with p T > 300 MeV), produced by about 200 collisions on average, and in those challenging conditions excellent tracking performance has to be maintained. In this section preliminary results on the offline tracking performance over the full acceptance of the CMS tracker are presented. A brief description of the reconstruction method and of future developments is given in Section 12.3.2.
Given that the CMS HLT tracking is based on the offline tracking code, a similar level of performance is expected. Because of HLT time constraints, a parallelization of the algorithms is already under development and will be applied also in the Phase-2 HLT track reconstruction. This topic is discussed further in Section 12.3.2.4.
Tracking efficiency and fake rate
The performance of the track reconstruction can be summarized by the track finding efficiency, the fake rate, and the resolution of the estimated track parameters. The exact definitions of efficiency, fake rate, and resolution are provided in Section 12.3.2.2. Two simulated samples have been used: single muons with a transverse momentum of 10 GeV and tt events, both with superimposed minimum-bias events. Two pileup scenarios -denoted 140PU and 200PU -are considered, where the number of pileup events is drawn from a Poisson distribution with mean equal to 140 and 200, respectively. The distributions contain only tracks passing a certain set of quality requirements (referred to as High Purity requirements). Only tracks produced within a radius of 3.5 cm from the centre of the luminous region are used for the efficiency calculation. The efficiency is around 90% in the central region, dropping off at |h| > 3.8, while the fake rate is lower than 2% in the entire range of h for 140 pileup events. The increase in the fake rate for the 200 pileup scenario is discussed in Section 12.3.2.2. The expected performance in terms of efficiency and fake rate for 200 pileup tracker will be traversed by around 6000 charged particles (inclusively, counting reconstructed tracks with p T > 300 MeV), produced by about 200 collisions on average, and in those challenging conditions excellent tracking performance has to be maintained. In this section preliminary results on the offline tracking performance over the full acceptance of the CMS tracker are presented. A brief description of the reconstruction method and of future developments is given in Section 12.3.2.
The performance of the track reconstruction can be summarized by the track finding efficiency, the fake rate, and the resolution of the estimated track parameters. The exact definitions of efficiency, fake rate, and resolution are provided in Section 12.3.2.2. Two simulated samples have been used: single muons with a transverse momentum of 10 GeV and tt events, both with superimposed minimum-bias events. Two pileup scenarios -denoted 140PU and 200PU -are considered, where the number of pileup events is drawn from a Poisson distribution with mean equal to 140 and 200, respectively. The distributions contain only tracks passing a certain set of quality requirements (referred to as High Purity requirements). Only tracks produced within a radius of 3.5 cm from the centre of the luminous region are used for the efficiency calculation. The efficiency is around 90% in the central region, dropping off at |h| > 3.8, while the fake rate is lower than 2% in the entire range of h for 140 pileup events. The increase in the fake rate for the 200 pileup scenario is discussed in Section 12.3.2.2. The expected performance in terms of efficiency and fake rate for 200 pileup the CP violating phase in the CKM matrix. Thanks to the tracking information, the identification of pairs of oppositely charged tracks originating from the same vertex, then combined into a B 0 candidate, will be possible already at L1 and topological selections can be applied to achieve a sustainable rate. The distributions of the invariant mass of the φ φ and B 0 candidates are presented in Fig. 3 for signal events at the trigger and offline reconstruction levels, and for background events at the trigger level, as obtained from simulated events with 200 simultaneous interactions on average. 
where ∆R is the distance in the η − φ plane. The distributions are normalized to unit area.
In addition, the muon system will undergo an upgrade campaign: the existing muon detectors and the associated electronics will be ameliorated, in order to ensure good performance and radia-
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B physics at the HL-LHC with CMS Sara Fiorendi tion tolerance; the forward region (1.6 < |η| < 2.4) will be equipped with supplementary resistive plate chambers and gas electron multiplier (GEM) chambers, to increase redundancy and improve trigger and reconstruction capabilities; finally, the pseudorapidity coverage will be extended up to |η| =2.8 thanks to the addition of a forward muon GEM chamber (ME0) [4] . The muon trigger rate of the upgraded L1 standalone muon trigger is compared to that of the Phase-I detector in the left plot of Fig. 4 . The rightmost plot shows the benefit in momentum resolution of the combination of the upgraded muon detector with the new L1 tracking trigger, in terms of the p T turn-on curve of such a combined trigger. An estimate of the analysis performance with the upgraded CMS detector is presented. The predictions [14] are based on the CMS analysis of the Run I dataset, described in [5, 6] . Possible improvements in the analysis strategy have not been considered in the extrapolation. The analysis sensitivity is determined in two scenarios: the 2019 Phase-I detector with an aging corresponding to 1000 fb −1 of integrated luminosity, and the Phase-II upgraded detector. Results are presented for various integrated luminosities: 100 and 300 fb −1 for the Phase-I scenario, and 3000 fb −1 for the Phase-II scenario. The result at 300 fb −1 for the Phase-I scenario is given also for muons in the barrel only to allow for a better comparison with the Phase-II projection.
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Pseudo-experiments which start from the baseline Run 1 PDFs for the signals and the backgrounds are used. In addition, the following assumptions and results from studies on the simulation are included:
• SM production cross sections and branching fractions are assumed for B 0 and B 0 s .
• A L1 trigger algorithm requiring two opposite charge muons with transverse momentum greater than 3 GeV, |η| < 2 and originating from the same primary vertex is used. Thanks to the L1 track trigger, the invariant mass resolution is measured to be around 70 MeV both for the B 0 s and the B 0 , allowing to apply a stringent mass requirement already at the L1 trigger level. Studies on minimum bias samples have shown that the rate of this L1 trigger corresponds to a very small fraction of the available bandwidth.
• Pileup effects: the large number of primary vertices will impact discriminating variables, such as isolation, and entails a less efficient muon reconstruction due to the tighter cuts needed to maintain a low level of fake tracks (an efficiency loss of 2.5% per each muon is estimated). Including these effects, the analysis efficiency decreases by 35% for signal and 30% for backgrounds.
• Dimuon mass resolution: the improved momentum resolution of tracks for Phase-II translates to a 40% improvement in the dimuon mass resolution for |η| < 1.0, and a 25% gain in the significance of the separation between the B 0 and B • Systematic uncertainties: the systematic uncertainty due to the f s / f u ratio is estimated to be reduced from 9% to 5% in the Phase-II scenario. The uncertainty on the yields of the normalization channel is evaluated to be reduced to 3%. The uncertainty due to the peaking and semileptonic backgrounds will be reduced to 10 and 20% respectively, thanks to a more precise determination of the misidentification rate.
The final estimate of the analysis performance is summarized in Table 1 
Search for the lepton flavour violating decay τ → 3µ
The τ → 3µ decay is a lepton flavour violating process, which has a predicted branching fraction of 10 −14 in the SM [16] . Several beyond standard model predictions foresee enhancements of the branching ratio by many order of magnitudes. The currently best experimental upper limit has been set by the Belle Collaboration to be B(τ → 3µ) < 2.1 × 10 −8 at 90% CL [17] .
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B physics at the HL-LHC with CMS Sara Fiorendi The main source of τ leptons at the LHC is constituted by D s → τν τ decays. However, such τ leptons and, hence, muons from τ → 3µ decays, have very low momenta and are significantly boosted in the forward direction, so that only in 1.3% of signal events all the three muons lie within the acceptance of the current detector. The study of this decay mode with the CMS Phase-II upgraded detector will benefit from the extended pseudorapidity coverage of the muon system and the improved trigger resolution at low p T . The available projections of the analysis performance [4] are based on a simulation that includes the new GEM chamber in the very forward region, but does not fully implement the foreseen improvements in the muon reconstruction.
Events are split in two categories: Category 1 contains those events with the three muons within the Phase-I CMS detector acceptance, while Category 2 includes the additional events that would be recorded thanks to the ME0 chamber. A L1 trigger algorithm which requires three muons with invariant mass lower than 3 GeV and further specialized for the two categories is employed, together with a dedicated offline muon identification strategy targeting low momentum muons. The signal-from-noise discrimination is performed using a discriminant built on the product of ratios of 1D signal and background probability density functions for more than a dozen observables describing the three-muon vertex and the event kinematic and topological properties. The number of signal
B physics at the HL-LHC with CMS Sara Fiorendi events is extracted from a fit to the three muon mass in the two categories, and the D s → φ (µ µ)π decay mode is used to derive the signal normalization from data and convert the signal yield into a branching fraction measurement. Systematic uncertainties related to the D meson production cross section and background shape have been taken into account. The projected exclusion limit on B(τ → 3µ) is 3.7 × 10 −9 at 90% CL using the full HL-LHC dataset, and the 5σ -observation sensitivity is 1.1× 10 −8 .
Summary
The High Luminosity phase of the LHC will extend the physics reach of the CMS detector, allowing the access to very rare decay modes in the flavour sector. Some selected analyses have been presented, together with a brief overview of the planned detector upgrades, which will be essential to maintain the excellent performances on object reconstruction and achieve the physics goals of CMS at HL-LHC. 
